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Abstract. In the standard model of core accretion, the cores of the giant planets form by the
accretion of planetesimals. In this scenario, the evolution of the planetesimal population plays an
important role in the formation of massive cores. Recently, we studied the role of planetesimal
fragmentation in the in situ formation of a giant planet. However, the exchange of angular
momentum between the planet and the gaseous disk causes the migration of the planet in the
disk. In this new work, we incorporate the migration of the planet and study the role of planet
migration in the formation of a massive core when the population of planetesimals evolves by
planet accretion, migration, and fragmentation.
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1. Introduction
In the standard model of core accretion, the formation of a giant planet occurs by
four principal stages (Pollack et al. 1996, Fortier et al. 2009): ﬁrst, a solid core is formed
by the accretion of planetesimals; as this solid core grows, it binds the surrounding
gas and a gaseous envelope grows in hydrostatic equilibrium; initially, the planetesimal
accretion rate is higher than the gas accretion rate, so the solid core grows faster than
the gaseous envelope, but when the mass of the envelope equals the mass of the core (it
is often said that the mass of the core reaches a critical value) the planet triggers the
gas accretion and big quantities of gas are accreted in a short period of time; ﬁnally, for
some mechanism poorly understood the planet stops the accretion of gas and evolves in
isolation, contracting and cooling at constant mass.
The mass of the core to start the gaseous runaway phase is found to be & 10 M⊕
(although, recent works showed that if the envelope’s grain opacity is lower than the
values of the ISM (Movshovitz et al. 2010) or if there is an increment of the envelope’s
abundance of heavy elements (Hori & Ikoma, 2011), the critical core mass could be much
lower than in the classical scenario). So, the real bottleneck for giant planet formation
in the core accretion model, is the growth of the critical core mass before the dissipation
of the disk. In a recent work (Guilera et al. 2014), we found that if planetesimal frag-
mentation is taken into account, the formation of massive cores in a few million years is
only possible starting with a population of big planetesimals (of 100 km of radius) and
massive disks, and if most of the mass loss in planetesimal collisions is distributed in
larger fragments. However, in this work the migration of the planet is neglected. The ex-
change of angular momentum between the planet and the gaseous disk forces the planet
to migrate along the disk, entering in new zones of the population of planetesimals which
could help in the formation of a massive core. However, type I migration (in idealized
isothermal disks) predicts rapid inward migration rates, thus it is necessary to reduce
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the migration rates using an ad-hoc factor to reproduce observations (Ida & Lin 2008,
Mordasini et al. 2009, Alibert et al. 2005 b, 2011, Miguel et al. 2011a, b). We incorporate
type I migration in our model of giant planet formation with the aim of study the role of
planet migration in the formation of a massive core when the population of planetesimals
evolves by planet accretion, migration due to the nebular drag, and fragmentation due
to planetesimal collisions.
2. The model
Following the work of Alibert et al. (2005 a), we incorporated in our model the pre-
scription of type I migration derived by Tanaka et al. (2002)†, with an ad-hoc reduction
factor, to calculate the velocity migration of the planet given by:
daP
dt
= −2 fI aP ΓLP , (2.1)
where aP represents the planet’s semi-major axis, fI is the reduction factor, and LP =
MP
√
GM?aP is the angular momentum of the planet. Γ is the total torque, which is
given by:
Γ = (1.364 + 0.541α)
µ
MP aP ΩP
M?csP
¶2
ΣP a4P Ω
2
P , (2.2)
where ΩP , csP and ΣP are the values of the keplerian frequency, the sound speed, and
the gas surface density at the position of the planet, respectively. The factor α is deﬁned
by α = d log Σ/d logR evaluated at R = aP , with R the radial coordinate.
Eq. (2.1) is couple self-consistently to the growth of the core and the gaseous envelope.
The rest of the model is the same as the one described in Guilera et al. (2010, 2014).
3. Results
We studied the formation of a giant planet (until the planet’s core reaches the critical
mass) with an initial semi-major axis of 5 au. We focused on the comparison of two cases:
the in situ formation of the planet, and when the planet migrates in the disk under type I
migration. We considered an initial homogeneous population of planetesimals of 100 km
of radius and a disk ten times more massive than the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula
(Hayashi, 1981). As in Guilera et al. (2014), we carried out two sets of simulations: when
the population of planetesimals evolves by planet accretion and planetesimal migration
(hereafter case a), and when the population of planetesimals evolves by planet accretion,
planetesimal migration and planetesimal fragmentation (hereafter case b).
In Fig. 1, we plot (for the case a) the time evolution of the planet’s semi-mayor axis
(left panel) and the time evolution of core mass and envelope mass (right panel) for the
case of in situ formation (fI = 0), and for diﬀerent values of the reduction factor of type
I migration. We found that the planet quickly achieves the inner radius of the disk (at 0.7
au) if type I migration is not strongly reduced (fI = 0.01) or not considered. Moreover,
only when fI = 0 and f = 0.01 the planet core reaches the critical mass before the
dissipation of the disk (6 Myr). For these cases, when planet migration is considered in
the model, the planet reaches the critical core mass in ∼ 2.65 Myr, implying a reduction
of ∼ 35% in time respect to the case of in situ formation. This is due to an increment
in the planetesimal surface density at the planet’s feeding zone as a consequence of the
inward migration of the planet (Fig. 2-iii, curve C).
† Paardekooper et al. (2010, 2011) derived new formulations for type I migration rates in
non-isothermal disks. To incorporate these migration rates in our model, the evolution of the
gaseous disk should be calculated in a more realistic way. This will be study in a future work.
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Figure 1. Left panel: time evolution of the planet’s semi-mayor axis. Right panel: time evolution
of the core mass (solid line) and envelope mass (dashed line). Both cases correspond to an initial
embryo of 0.005 M⊕ located at 5 au, and for diﬀerent values of the ad hoc reduction factor of
the planet’s velocity migration. Color ﬁgure only available in the electronic version.
For case b, we considered only the cases when fI = 0.01 and fI = 0. Fig. 2 represents
the time evolution of: the planet’s semi-mayor axis (i), core mass and envelope mass
(ii), the mean value of the total planetesimal surface density at the planet feeding zone
(iii), and the total planetesimal accretion rate (iv). When planetesimal fragmentation
and planet migration are considered the planet reaches the critical core mass in ∼ 2 Myr
(curves D). This implies a reduction in the time of ∼ 25% in comparison to the case of
planet migration without planetesimal fragmentation (curves C), ∼ 45% in comparison
to the case of in situ formation considering planetesimal fragmentation (curves B), and
∼52% in comparison to the case of in situ formation without planetesimal fragmentation
(curves A). We note that despite the total planetesimal surface density in the planet’s
feeding zone for the case when planetesimal fragmentation and planet migration are con-
sidered (iii, curve D) being smaller than the case when only planet migration is considered
(iii, curve C), the time at which the planet reaches the critical core mass is shorter (ii,
curves D and C, respectively). This is because the accretion of small fragments (when
planetesimal fragmentation is considered) causes that the total planetesimal accretion
rate becomes greater (iv, curves D and C, respectively).
4. Conclusions
Our results are in concordance with those found by Alibert et al. (2005 b): moderate
migration of the planet favors the formation of a massive core. The combination of planet
migration and planetesimal fragmentation reduces the time at which the planet reaches
the critical core mass more than 50% in comparison to the case of in situ formation
without planetesimal fragmentation. We remark that the accretion of small fragments
(products of the planetesimal fragmentation) increases the total planetesimal accretion
rate of the planet even if the planetesimal surface density is smaller than the case where
planetesimal fragmentation is not considered.
If type I migration is not strongly reduced the planet quickly reaches the inner radius
of the disk and does not reach the critical core mass. Nelson & Papaloizou (2004) found
that the inclusion of magnetic ﬁelds could reduce, or even stop, type I migration rates.
Moreover, Guilet et al. (2013) found that outward type I migration can occur in isother-
mal disks if full MHD turbulence is considered. When moderate migration is considered,
together with planetesimal fragmentation, the planet reaches the critical core mass in
a few million years. This result could have important implications linking models that
invoke the need for an inward migration of a proto Jupiter (Walsh et al. 2011) and models
that invoke the need for a population of initial big planetesimals (Morbidelli et al. 2009).
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Figure 2. Time evolution of: planet’s semi-major axis (i), core mass and envelope mass (ii), total
planetesimal surface density at the planet’s feeding zone (iii), and total planetesimal accretion
rate (iv). The solid line A corresponds to the case of in situ formation when planetesimal
fragmentation is not considered (case a). The large dashed line B corresponds to the case of in
situ formation when planetesimal fragmentation is considered (case b). The short dashed line
C corresponds to the case when planet migration is considered (fI = 0.01) but planetesimal
fragmentation is not considered (case a), and the dotted line D corresponds to the case when
planet migration (fI = 0.01) and planetesimal fragmentation are considered (case b). Color
ﬁgure only available in the electronic version.
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